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HiGH-SPEED PH&)TOGRAYHS OF A YF@B PRODUCTION ROTOR .

+L& FOR SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN THE “
..

. .. . LANGLEY FULL-SCALE TUNNEL .- .“.
By Richard C. Dingeldein and Raymond F. Schaefer .

SUMMARY

Recent tests of a Sikorsky YR-4B helicopter in the “
Langley full-scale tunnel included photographing a pro-
duotlon rotor blade In stiulated forward-flight condi-
tions using ~dgerton flash equipment. The blade
photographed at azimuth angles of 0°, )+5°, 135°,
2250, and 315° for tip-speed ratios ranging from
tO 0.23.

The results cleafily show fabric deformation

was
180°,
0.12

in the
form of sagging and bulging. The photographs also indi-
cate a reversal in the bending curve near the blade tip
that appeari to result from t,hecombined effects of
losses of lift and high centrifugal force at this point.

INTRODUCTION
.

A Sikorsky YR-@ helicopter has been tested in the
Langley full-scale tunnel at the request of the Army Air
Forces, Air Technical Service Command. One phase of the
tests consisted of taking high-speed photographs. of a -
YR-~ production rotor blade at different azimuth angles
for simulated forward-flight conditions using Edgerton
flash equipment supplied and operated by personnel of the
Photo Engineering Branch, Technical Data Laboratory,
Engineering Divisian, Wright Field, Ohio. The blade
photographs for the different test conditions are presented
in this paper.
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APPARATUS .. . . “ “

Ths Sikorsky YR-@ helicopter was mounted at the
three .lan@ng-gear supports on a direct-reading, six-
component strain-gage balance. The strain gages were
calibrated for a center of gravity located on the center
line of the main rotor shaft 56.52 inches below the plane
of the flapping hinges. This position was chosen from
information supplied by the manufacturer and falls within
the center-of-gravity range corresponding to nozmal gross .
weight. The pitch angle was obtained frmn an indicator
attached to the control linkege and calibrated against a
protractor mounted on a rotor blade at the 0.75 radius.
The power input to the main rotor was measured by a
strain-gage-type torquemeter located on the rotor shaft.
The indicators for the pitch angle and the strain-gage
balence and torquemeter, together w!th the remote-control
system which operated the engine and fllght controls of
the helicopter, were located in a test house at the rear
of the balance house. The general arrangement of the
test setup is shown in figure 1.

A photograph of a YR-@ production blade and perti-
nent dimensions are shown In figure 2. These blades have a
radius of 19 feet’measured from the center of rotation,
a tapered plen form, a total area (three blades) of
65J+ square feet, and are untwisted. The solidity based
on the weighted ct.ordis 0.060. An NACA 0012 airfoil
section is used. The blade consists of a tubular steel
spar to which 36 wooden ribs are attached. Thelribs are
spaced approximately 6 inches at the root and & inches

at the tip. Spruce fairing strips contour the blade sur-
face for the forward 35 percent of the chord. A wire
cable forms the trailing edge and the entire rotor blade
is fabric-covered. A single 3/16-inch-dismeter vent
hole Is located on the lower surface of the rotor blade
approximately 6 Inches from the blade tip at 38 percent
of the chord. (See fig. 2.)

PHOTOGRAPIdIC E“@IP?dENT

!Zhespecial high-speed photographic equipment
included two modified K-15A aerial cameras, an Edgerton
flash lamp, and a portable gasoline-driven generator.
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Each camera was modified to the extent of removing the
shutter and the intermitter~t film-trensport mechanism,... .
The high-intensity-flash from the Edgerton. lamp was of
approxhately 1/10000 second duration. The-lamp was
discharged at a given rotor-blade azimuth angle by a

“micro switch which was. tri~ped by an adjustable cam
mounted on the rotor shaft. One camera and the Edgerton
lamp were mounted on the base of the wind-tunnel survey
carriage (see fig. 3) and set at the same elevation as
the rotor”hub to photograph a rotor blade in the plane
of rotation. The second camera, which was fastened to
the tunnel” structure directly overthb main-rotor shaft
for a helicopter angle of attack of 0°, simultaneously
recorded the azimuth position of the rotor blade. The
relative location of the equipment with respect to the
helicopter is shown in figure 4.

TEST CONDITIONS

The same rotor blade was photocrephed at four tip-
speed ratios from 0.12 to 0.23 for azimuth angles of
approximately 0°, 45°, 135°, 1800, 225°, arid315° for
s“tiulated level-fli@t conditions. An engine speed of
l&30 rpm (193 rotor rpm) was used throughout the tests
because of the excessive vibration of the helicopter and
supports encountered at higher speeds. This condition
corresponds to a Reyzolds number of 2*O5 X106 at the
~:~~n::dius and a“rotationel tip speed of 384 feet per

The gross weight of the helicopter was taken as
2500 pO~ds. !I!hespindle angle for trimmed flight at
each tunnel airspeed was determined from the flight-test
data presented in reference 1. This angle was corrected
for the tunnel jet-boundary effect by assuming the rotor
disc is equivalent to a wing of the same span, area, and “
lift ● The induced flow through the rotor materially
reduced the tunnel airspeed, especially for the lower
forward speeds. me to this effect and to the changes in
the tunnel stream angle caused by the rotor, the spindle
settings used only approximate those for trimmed flight
conditions. For this reason it was impossible to trim
both the forces and moments simultaneously at a lift of o
2500 pOunds. The moments were considered more importaqt
and ‘were therefore trimmed to zero. The magnitude of
the unbalanced drag and side force is given for all “
conditions.

●
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The test conditions for which the blade pictures
ware obtained are listed in table I. The high-speed
photographs of a rotor blade taken in the plane of’rota-
tion for the four test conditions we presented in f’@-
ures 5 througl% 10 for the six azimuth angles. The
pictures tdken for condition 1 by the overhead camera
for these azimuth positions are ahcvfni~ fi *me 11. .The
actual azimuth angles corresponding to Go
1900, 2250, and 315° are shown to be 0°, !~7 :0i3ig:0i819,
2Z3°, and 308° and are expected to be approximately the
same for conditions 2, 3, and k, Inasmuch as the blades
were photographed at the same rotor-shaft cam setting
for all four conditions.

‘Thephotographs of figures 5 through 10 show the
type of surface deformation that occurs on a fe.bric-
ccvsred rotor blsde. Because of the nature of the external
pressures which produce rotor-blade lift, internal pres-
sures below free-stream static pressure will exist so,me-
what outboard of the point at which fabr~c saggi~q appears
on the uppen blade surfqce. Similarly, .intarnal pressures
greater than free-stream static pressure will exist.some-
wl~at inboard of the point at which fabric bulging is shown
on the lower surface. Tke spanwlse distribution of .
internal pressure has been rou~ly estimsted from the
photographs, which indicate th~t the internal prsssure
from the root to approximately the T?-percent radius .
(25th rib) is below free-stream static pressure. The
fabric bulging on the lower surface is difficult to detect
from.the photographs; howevsr, the Internal pressures for
anproxtiately the outboard 10 percent of the radius
appear to b~ greater than free-stream static pressure.
Calculations prove thst the difference in internal pres-
sure between the blade root and the tip, assuming no
intermediate venting, will be equal to the dynamic pres-
sure at the tip. This emounts to a~roximately 3)4 inches
of water in the present case. Tileresults ot the tests
of rotor-blade sections in two-ilimenslonal flow publlshed
in reference 2 Indicate that the bulged portions of the
blade will probably cause an increase in section draa
coefficient, a decrease in maximum section lift coeffi-
cient, and a forward movement of the aerodynamic center.
The effect of fabric sagging is indicated by the same
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to be a slight increase in section dra~ coeffl-
a Slight increase in maximum section lift coeffi-. “
and a slight rearward movement of the aerodynamic

ceilter. Inasmuch as higher velocities occur over the
outer portions of’the blades, the effects due to bulging
would be expected to predominate.

“. .
The use of closer rib spacing to obtain a more uni-

form rotor-blade surface is suggested by the photographs,
especially those of’figure 11 in which the llghting
%scentuates the sagging over the inboard blade sections.
Tefltsof two rotor-blade sections, one of which had half .
the rib spactng of the other, are reported in reference 2.
Tne advantages of improved sur~ace conditions are also
indicated in reference ~, which compares the static-thrust
performance of this same rotor blade with thst of’other
rotor blades having a more rigid surface.

.
In almost all of the high-speed photographs the

rotor blade droops distinctly nedr the tip. “-l?kiseffect
may be the result of a loss of lift at the blade tip,
together with the predominance of the centrifugal force
at this point. It Is not believed to be-the result of .
inertia loads occurring during .flapping”since only a
small part of the drocp appears to be “periodic.

s

CCNCLtJLING REMARti

. The high-speed photographs of a Sikorsky YR-@ pro-
duction rotor blade in s-bulated flight conditions show
the fabric sagging and bulging ceused by the centrifugal
force acting on the msss of air enclosed by the blade.
The internal pressure is indicated to be less than the
free-stream static pressure from the root to approxi-
mately the TT-percent radius and to be greater than
frae-stresm stetic pressure for approximately the out-
board 10 percent of the radius. There is a reversal in
the bending curve near the blade tip thet appears to
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result from the conibined effeots of losses of lift and
htgh centrifugal force at this point.
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Table I.- Wind-Tunnel Settings and Results fkw Test Conciitiqm.
,,

lterm
Condition

I 2 3 4 1
Tip.speed ratio, ~ 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.23

Tunnel spindle cm@e, ~,ckg 3.6 0.5 -1.q -3.0

Comwdedspindle angle, &=,&g -3.4 -S b -4.6 -6.0

Dynamic pcu-ure,-@~ lb~ft . 2.4b 4.40 7-.32 %40

Tunnel aw~,V, mph 30.q 41.6 53.2 60.2 ,

lnd&ated +*sI pitchamgle q~
d 0.15 R , e , deg. . 10.0 10.5 \o.!s

Lift}L , \b. * 24q0 z sol Z515 z S02

Drag, 0, \b.* -61 4 - m -q I

side forre , Y, lb. 170 215 2\4 z\4

Mai~. rutmr thrust coMf&ht >C~ 0.0062 0.0062 0.-63 0. 006Z

MohI-rotw tmwe coeIYi@ent,C, 0.00036 0.00036 0.00041 0.00046

* LItt and drag are given for correcteci wind axes.

NATiONAL ADVISORY

9~mbols used are defhed as follows: COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

~ Yip - speed ratio (w cOsd/nR)
& rotor angular valoelt~ , rad}-
R rotor radius , I% ft.

CT rotor thrust coeff’lclent ( T/~Xi.Z H R4)

T rotor +hrtis+, \b.

Ca rotor torque coefficient (Q/@Z lT Rs )

~ rolmr +orqwe , R-lb

~ b 1ade azimuth angle; de~ ( measured from

do-s nmhd position in J\reG+lon of ro+atlon )



Figure1.- The YR-4B helicoptermounted intheLangleyfull-scaletunnel.
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Figure2.- YR-4B productionblade. Lower surfaceshown. (Alldimensionsgivenininches). -
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Figure 3.- ModifiedK-15A aerialcamera and Edgerton flashlamp
mounted on base of survey carriage.
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Figure 4.- General view ofphotographicequipment and YR-4B
. helicopterinthe Langleyfull-scaletunnel.
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a. Condition1.

b. Condition2.

c. Condition 3.

d. Condition 4.

Figure 5.- High-speed photographs of aYR-4B production rotor
blade in simulated flight conditions, ~ , OO.
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a. Condition1

b. Condition2.

c. Condition3.

d. Condition 4.

Figure 6.- High-speed photographs of a YR-4B production rotor
blade in simulated flight conditions. V, 45°.
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a. Condition1.

b. Condition2.

c. Condition3.

..

d. Condition4.

Figure 7.- High-speed photographsofaYR-4B productionrotor
bladeinsimulated flightconditions.v , 135°.
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a. Condition 1.

.

b. Condition.

C. Condition 3.

d. Condition 4.

Figure 8.- High-speed photographs of a YR-4B production rotor
blade in simulated flight conditions. y , 180°.
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a. Condition 1.

b. Condition.

c. Condition 3.

d. Condition.

Figure 9.- High-speed photographs of aYR-4B production rotor
blade in simulated flight conditions. y , 225°.

1
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a. Condition1.
—

b. Condition 2.

c. Condition3.

d. Condition 4.

Figure 10.- High-speed photographs of a YR-4B production rotor
blade in simulated flight conditions. ~ , 315°.
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Figure 11. - Photographs
overhead

.(a) *, O”.

of YR-4B production blades taken with
camera for condition 1.

,, ,, ..
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(b) Y ,

Figure 11. -

45°.

Continued.
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(c) * , 135°.

Figure 11. - Continued.

II
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(d) $, 180°.

Figure 11.- Continued.’
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(e) Y , 225°.

Figure 11.- Continued.
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(f)* ,

F@ure 11.-

315°.

Concluded.
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